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1 医 醫 yī medical; medicine; doctor; to cure; to treat

2 生 shēng to be born; to give birth; life; to grow; raw; uncooked; student

3 看 kàn
to see; to look at; to read; to watch; to visit; to call on; to consider; to regard as; to
look after; to treat (an illness); to depend on; to feel (that); (after verb) to give it a
try; Watch out! (for a danger)

4 病 bìng illness; Classifiers: 场 ; disease; to fall ill; defect

5 人 rén man; person; people; Classifiers: 个

6 肚 dǔ tripe

7 子 zǐ
son; child; seed; egg; small thing; 1st earthly branch: 11 p.m.-1 a.m., midnight, 11th
solar month (7th December to 5th January), year of the Rat; Viscount, fourth of five
orders of nobility 五等爵位 ; ancient Chinese compass point: 0° (north)

8 疼 téng (it) hurts; sore; to love dearly

9 死 sǐ to die; impassable; uncrossable; inflexible; rigid; extremely; damned

10 夜 yè night

11 里 裡 lǐ
lining; interior; inside; internal; also written 里 ; li, ancient measure of length,
approx. 500 m; neighborhood; ancient administrative unit of 25 families; (Tw)
borough, administrative unit between the township 镇 levels

12 好 hǎo good; well; proper; good to; easy to; very; so; (suffix indicating completion or
readiness); (of two people) close; on intimate terms

13 几 幾 jǐ how much; how many; several; a few

14 厕 廁 cè restroom; toilet; lavatory

15 所 suǒ actually; place; classifier for houses, small buildings, institutions etc; that which;
particle introducing a relative clause or passive; Classifiers: 个

16 把 bǎ
to hold; to contain; to grasp; to take hold of; handle; particle marking the following
noun as a direct object; classifier for objects with handle; classifier for small objects:
handful

17 冰 bīng ice; Classifiers: 块 ; methamphetamine (slang)

18 箱 xiāng box; trunk; chest

19 发 發 fā to send out; to show (one's feeling); to issue; to develop; to make a bundle of
money; classifier for gunshots (rounds)

20 烧 燒 shāo to burn; to cook; to stew; to bake; to roast; to heat; to boil (tea, water etc); fever; to
run a temperature; (coll.) to let things go to one's head

21 躺 tǎng to recline; to lie down

22 下 xià
down; downwards; below; lower; later; next (week etc); second (of two parts); to
decline; to go down; to arrive at (a decision, conclusion etc); measure word to show
the frequency of an action

23 检 檢 jiǎn to check; to examine; to inspect; to exercise restraint

24 查 chá to research; to check; to investigate; to examine; to refer to; to look up (e.g. a word
in a dictionary)
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25 吃 chī to eat; to consume; to eat at (a cafeteria etc); to eradicate; to destroy; to absorb; to
suffer; to stammer (Taiwan pr. for this sense is [ji2])

26 坏 壞 huài bad; spoiled; broken; to break down; (suffix) to the utmost

27 打 dǎ to beat; to strike; to hit; to break; to type; to mix up; to build; to fight; to fetch; to
make; to tie up; to issue; to shoot; to calculate; to play (a game); since; from

28 针
針,
鍼 zhēn needle; pin; injection; stitch; Classifiers: 根 ; variant of 针 , needle

29 药
葯,
藥 yào leaf of the iris; variant of 药 ; medicine; drug; substance used for a specific purpose

(e.g. poisoning, explosion, fermenting); Classifiers: 种 ; to poison

30 片 piàn

thin piece; flake; a slice; film; TV play; to slice; to carve thin; partial; incomplete;
one-sided; classifier for slices, tablets, tract of land, area of water; classifier for CDs,
movies, DVDs etc; used with numeral 一 : classifier for scenario, scene, feeling,
atmosphere, sound etc

31 遍 biàn everywhere; all over; classifier for actions: one time

32 最 zuì most; the most; -est (superlative suffix)

33 小 xiǎo small; tiny; few; young

34 时 時 shí surname Shi; o'clock; time; when; hour; season; period

35 办 辦 bàn to do; to manage; to handle; to go about; to run; to set up; to deal with

36 法 灋 fǎ France; French; abbr. for 法国 [Fa3 guo2]; Taiwan pr. [Fa4]; law; method; way;
Buddhist teaching; Legalist; old variant of 法 ; law
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